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Objectives

 Meet and complement the SEPA aims and vision of the ECB, the EC, the ERPB

and the EPC

 Contribute to SEPA unbundling by defining open and common scheme- and 

processor-independent standards, fostering open market access, increased 

competition, more innovation and efficient SEPA services

 Focus on technical and organisational requirements, independent from

payment schemes and business arrangements

http://www.berlin-group.org


 Growing Card-Not-Present fraud 

urges regulators to push for 

strong authentication

 Regulators’ initiated decrease of 

interchange levels and increase 

of liability accelerate focus on 

customer authentication

 Regulatory involvement in 

(interoperable) eIDs

 Regulatory push towards instant 

payment networks

 Regulatory push to provide 

account access to Third Party 

Providers
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 Consumer demand for 

authentication across channels

 Increasing awareness on 

identity and privacy protection 

calls for improved identity 

solutions

 Consumer demand for high-

trust authentication in high-

value environments
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 Increasing awareness on 

identity and privacy protection 

calls for improved identity 

solutions

 Consumer demand for high-

trust authentication in high-

value environments

 Large internet players seeking 

improved authentication, single 

sign-on identity and payment 

provision

 Large internet players seeking 

improved authentication, single 

sign-on identity and payment 

provision



 PSD2 aims to support innovation and competition in retail payments, comparable to earlier 

liberalisation of e.g. telecommunications, rail, electricity, postal system

 Relevant to NextGenPSD2 scope, two impactful changes emerged from PSD2

 Strong Customer Authentication (SCA): PSD2 Art. 97

 Access to Accounts (XS2A) by Third Party Providers (TPPs): PSD2 Arts. 65/66/67

 XS2A is nothing really new, but PSD2 aims to solve some PSD1 deficiencies

 reduce market fragmentation in standards and interfaces

 end legal uncertainties regarding liabilities, potential security risks and consumer protection

 regulate Third Party Providers through licensing and supervision
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Offline bank branch

Online banking

Mobile banking

Open access

 XS2A: the next big shift in banking XS2A: the next big shift in banking
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 PSD2 mandates banks (ASPSPs), upon bank customer consent, to provide TPPs access to the 

following banking services:

Confirmation of availability of funds services (PSD2 Art. 65)

Payment initiation services (PSD2 Art. 66)

Account information services (PSD2 Art. 67)

 PSD2 mandates the European Banking Authority (EBA) to develop Regulatory Technical 

Standards (RTS), specifying high-level XS2A requirements (≠ detailed technical standards)

 EBA RTS Art. 30 requires ASPSPs to offer at least one interface (with requirements) for TPPs
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 When each European bank develops (and tests, and maintains) its own proprietary XS2A 

communication standard

 Network complexity

 High testing efforts and

operational risks

 High documentation

efforts

 Risk increase due to

pan-European scale

 With thousands of banks

and TPPs in Europe, it’s easy

to imagine why development,

testing and maintenance of

proprietary, bank-specific

XS2A interfaces would create a pan-European IT nightmare with high costs for all
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 Benefits of a harmonised pan-European standard

 Reduced PSD2 XS2A complexity

and fragmentation risks

 Uniform access to the market

 Optimal reachability

 Reduced operational risks

 Cost savings on development,

implementation, maintenance,

and testing

 Reduced documentation efforts

 Convenient account access for

TPPs and merchants

 Full, cost-effective compliance to PSD2

 Better, more, cheaper and faster

time-to-market services for bank customers
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TPPsTPPs

API*

*APIs have to comply to the standards and will be 

provided by external software/API providers, not 

by the Berlin Group

*APIs have to comply to the standards and will be 

provided by external software/API providers, not 

by the Berlin Group

BanksBanks
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 A dedicated interface should

 offer at all times the same availability and performance as the PSU online interface

 enable the TPP to properly provide PIS or AIS, without any obstacle

 The ASPSP is exempted from providing a ‘fall-back’ interface, when the dedicated interface

 meets the quality criteria defined in the RTS

 has successfully been tested by the market

 has been approved by the national competent authority (in consultation with EBA)

 NextGenPSD2 fits with approach of the Euro Retail Payments Board
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 Organisation level

 Foster dialogue and bring together non-competitive shared Technical & Organisational 

interests between heterogeneous stakeholders within the European financial industry

 Independent from a specific (community of) processor(s) or (community of) bank(s)

 Open access for market supply-side: banks (ASPSPs), banking associations, payment 

associations, payment schemes and interbank processors/ACHs

 Open for cooperation or alignment with other relevant XS2A standardisation initiatives

 Governance of interoperability standards separated from market implementation

 Involve broader market interests via structured consultation, with e.g. market demand-side, 

consumer organisations, merchant organisations, IT services, etc.
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 Standards level

 Based on PSD2 and EBA RTS, develop detailed technical interoperability standards ensuring 

proper and secure communication between TPPs and ASPSPs

 Benchmark is the service level of the current ASPSP‘s client facing products

 Recognise customer convenience

 Standards are publicly available and royalty-free
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(status as per February 2018)
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 Relevant PSD2 role definitions defined and clarified

 Relevant PSD2 and EBA RTS articles discussed and clarified

 Relevant Use Cases with general data flows discussed and clarified

 Impact analysis approach for payment formats in SEPA

 Example: payment initiation
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 Example: payment initiation
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 Information exchange with other XS2A standardisation initiatives 

 Alignment with e.g. ISO20022, ISO TC68, OpenID, W3C, SWIFT

 Alignment with ongoing discussions in ERPB, EC API Evaluation Group, EBA/NCAs

 Challenges

 Create a workable pan-European Taskforce structure for a new standards theme

 Work with sometimes fuzzy and overlapping PSD2, (non-final) EBA RTS and GDPR definitions

 Diversity of payment products among banks in different European regions

 Divergence in banking infrastructures across Europe

 Missing standards for some very customer specific payment products

 Diversity of authentication methods and -infrastructures

 Transition from SOAP to REST services and JSON data encoding vs. XML

 Invent simple and uniform JSON payment and account statement structures

 Complexity of eIDAS certificates in relation to PSD2
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 NextGenPSD2 Framework Version 0.99 delivered on 2 October 2017 for a

6-weeks Public Market Consultation

 59 response documents with hundreds of pages of comments

 A few sample feedback comments
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 Security concerns with the Embedded and Decoupled SCA Approach

 Please provide Swagger files or similar definitions

 Full multicurrency support of accounts for PIS and AIS
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 NextGenPSD2 Framework Version 1.0 published on 8 February 2018 (before official publication

of EBA RTS!)

 NextGenPSD2 Framework Version 1.0 published on 8 February 2018 (before official publication

of EBA RTS!)
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 Scope of work Scope of work
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 Scope of work Scope of work

• regulated access

• based on certificates

• without contract or fees
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 NextGenPSD2 Interface Design

 3 levels of communication are standardised

 NextGenPSD2 Interface Design

 3 levels of communication are standardised
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 NextGenPSD2 Interface Design

 Current version: pure client/server model

 Messages (set of data elements to be exchanged) are the basic building blocks

 Implementation of the messages is based on a RESTful API approach

 Currently defined transactions (set of messages) for core PSD2 services

 Extended services (non-core PSD2) follow later

 NextGenPSD2 Interface Design

 Current version: pure client/server model

 Messages (set of data elements to be exchanged) are the basic building blocks

 Implementation of the messages is based on a RESTful API approach

 Currently defined transactions (set of messages) for core PSD2 services

 Extended services (non-core PSD2) follow later

Use case Service

Initiation of a single payment PIS

Initiation of a future dated single payment PIS optional

Initiation of a multiple/bulk payment PIS optional

Initiation of a recurring payment PIS optional

Establish account information consent AIS optional

Get list of reachable accounts AIS optional

Get account details of the list of accessible accounts AIS

Get balances for a given account AIS

Get transaction information for a given account AIS

Get a confirmation on the availability of funds PIIS
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 NextGenPSD2 Interface Design

 Support of sessions (set of consecutively executed transactions) is optional for the 

ASPSP, and subject to appropriate PSU consent

 Within a session a TPP can use different roles if he is authorised by his NCA

 Example:

 NextGenPSD2 Interface Design

 Support of sessions (set of consecutively executed transactions) is optional for the 

ASPSP, and subject to appropriate PSU consent

 Within a session a TPP can use different roles if he is authorised by his NCA

 Example:
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 NextGenPSD2 Interface Design

 ASPSP decides on supported payment formats

 Simple JSON structures (e.g. for retail business) with NextGenPSD2-specified JSON-schema 

for standard payment products and ASPSP-specified JSON-schema for (market or bank) 

specific payment products

 Full SEPA XML structures (e.g. for corporate customers) with EPC-specified XML-schema

 For a single service ASPSPs can distinguish between

 Products to be supported for a service 

 Approach for executing strong customer authentication

 Requirements for the identification of the TPP

 ASPSP informs on its variant as part of its interface documentation (EBA RTS Art. 30.3)
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 NextGenPSD2 SCA Design

 Strong Customer Authentication for PIS and AIS is a PSD2 and EBA RTS requirement

 Exemptions are possible but optional and always decided by the ASPSP

 Different SCA methods and procedures exist

 ASPSP decides (together with PSU) which methods/procedures have to be used for SCA 

 TPP can express preference for redirect or not
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 TPP Identification/Authentication

 PSD2 requirement: The TPP has to identify itself for each access to the XS2A interface

 EBA RTS requirement: TPP identification has to be based on qualified eIDAS certificates 

 Qualified certificates shall contain PSD2-specific attributes

 Reference number of the TPP registration at the national competent authority

 Name of the national competent authority

 One or more roles the TPP is authorised to use

 ASPSP will reject any request if the TPP cannot be verified correctly or if the certificate 

does not contain the correct role

 If TPP wants to authenticate the ASPSP it can use the regular SSL client-certificate during 

TLS-negotiation
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 NextGenPSD2 TPP Identification/Authentication

 Always TPP identification at transport layer

 TPP identification at application layer only if requested by the ASPSP

 NextGenPSD2 TPP Identification/Authentication

 Always TPP identification at transport layer

 TPP identification at application layer only if requested by the ASPSP

Mutual Authentication
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 NextGenPSD2 PSU Consent Management

 GDPR outlines fundamental rights of PSUs over their personal data and specifies the 

range of lawful bases for processing personal data (incl. by consent)

 Each NextGenPSD2 transaction is subject to PSU consent

 PSU consent is a 2-step process in PIS or AIS

1. Consent to initiate a payment or access data (from PSU to TPP, obeying EBA RTS Art. 32.3)

2. Consent to execute a payment or share data with the TPP (consent authorisation, from

PSU to ASPSP, obeying EBA RTS Art. 10)

 PSU authorises consent towards ASPSP, ensuring appropriate data protection 

requirements and obeying EBA RTS Art. 10

1. By executing SCA as part of a payment transaction

2. By executing SCA as part of the establishing of the consent via the dedicated consent API (a 

token will be provided to the TPP and can be used in AIS when the PSU is not involved)

 NextGenPSD2 Consent API separates consent handling from account access

 NextGenPSD2 Consent API also easily facilitating revocation of consent
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Ultimately on 13-01-2021 the EC will provide a PSD evaluation report to European Parliament

 Planning NextGenPSD2 linked to political process with RTS Planning NextGenPSD2 linked to political process with RTS
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 Soon: errata documents with clarifications, bug fixes, typo corrections, etc.

 Release V1.1 in September 2018

 Will absorb further regulatory clarification to EBA RTS interpretation (esp. Arts. 32/33)

 Will absorb all errata documents

 Will integrate additional functionality

 Will integrate a formal and transparent change management process

 Release V2.0 in 2019

 Optimisation of the standard

 Work on IANA-registered content types vs. payment products

 Will integrate additional functionality

 Will integrate the first set of extended services
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Q4 2017 Q1 2018 Q2 2018 Q3 2018 Q4 2018 Q1 2019

Market Consultation

Finalisation

Final Version 1.0 NextGenPSD2 Framework

OpenAPI files, FAQ, resolved market feedback

Regulatory clarification

Errata documents

Minor release update V1.1

Final Version 1.0 NextGenPSD2 Framework with Operational Rules and Implementation Guidelines delivered on 8 February 2018.

Assumption for follow-on activities: EBA RTS officially published in EU Journal ultimately in March 2018, as legally binding part of PSD2
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 After publication of V1.00 increased focus on Implementation Support

 Contribute to a good quality, change management and evolution of the standards

 Provide guidance on implementation and interoperability issues

 Offer support with e.g. compliance best practices guidelines where needed

 Special focus on Testing

 EBA RTS Art. 30.5: “ASPSPs shall make available a testing facility, including support, for 

connection and functional testing ….”

 Harmonised interoperability standards provide a basis for harmonised testing 

requirements, common test policy, testcase catalogue and testtools

 Harmonised testing simplifies interoperability testing and renders cost and maintenance 

efficiencies

 Organise broader market interests

 Approach needed that balances stakeholder interests

 More clarity end of March 2018
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